Inclusive Education Pack
Free Resources to Support Equity and Access

Tools and Techniques for Remote Instruction
Making a commitment to more inclusive teaching can improve the learning experience for all students.
By taking advantage of the resources included in this pack, you can help ensure students have more
equitable access to your course content, foster a sense of belonging and social connection, and
teach more effectively online.

Empower Learners with The File Transformer
Upload a digital file and choose among eight different formats that work better with
screen readers, mobile devices and study tools. You can convert a text document to audio
MP3, improve a photocopy scan with an OCRed PDF, compress Microsoft Office files into
Tagged PDFs, and much more. Visit https://ally.ac/covid19/? to transform your files.

Author More Accessible Digital Content
Following some simple accessibility best practices can help you author higher-quality,
more readable digital content that can improve engagement and comprehension for
all students. To learn how to author more accessible documents, presentations, HTML,
videos, and PDFs, visit: http://tinyurl.com/a11yauthoring?

Incorporate Inclusive Practices in Course Design
Drawing from Universal Design for Learning principles and culturally-relevant teaching
practices, these simple strategies can help you foster a sense of belonging, engage your
students, and improve access and equity. To learn how to make your course content,
interactions with students, and assessments more inclusive while teaching remotely, visit:
https://tinyurl.com/InclusiveCourseDesign?

Run a Final Check on Key Accessibility Issues
Before you share digital content with your students, do a final check to make sure your
instructional materials are accessible . Visit https://tinyurl.com/AllyInstructorChecklist?
for a quick review of key issues.

Join a Community of Accessibility Champions
The Ally User Group Community has over 2,000 members around the world actively
sharing accessibility best practices and strategies for inclusive learning. Join the
conversation at: https://usergroup.ally.ac?
Twitter: #BbAlly | Join the Ally User Group: usergroup.ally.ac

